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PE310/510-D 
Module 11  

Learning Guide  

Life at the Cross-Roads: 
Sport and Recreation 

 

Before you start...  
 Do the pre-reading for this week (see Unit Guide p6 + uploads on Moodle) + Forum Post 
 From the reading, come prepared to share a question, challenge, implication & application  
 If it’s your turn, come prepared to share about your vocation or current affairs 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

This module we continue our exploration of what it means to live faithfully at the crossroads of the Biblical 
story and the western (post)modern story, turning our attention to sport and recreation. 
After student interaction/sharing and unpacking the pre-readings in the first session, we’ll experiment with 
playing some sport/recreation, helping us to explore different ways Christians have thought about and 
engaged with sport as part of their wider calling.  
   
OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of this module are to: 
1. Experience sport/recreation, reflecting upon how it impacts ourselves, and our relationship with God, 
neighbour, and nature.  
2. Consider sport and recreation from the angle of creational intent, cultural idolatry, and healing action 
 
OUTCOMES 
On completion of this module, students shall be expected to explain how creation, fall, and redemption 
shape our view and engagement of sport and recreation.  
 
SESSION FLOW (lecture runs 1:20-4:50pm, with breaks from 2:10-3:05pm, and 3:55-4:00pm) 
 
1:20 Student Sharing (Praying the News + Vocation) & Review of Readings (50 mins.) 
3:05 Play Ball! Sport/Recreation Experience and Debrief (50 minutes) 
4:00 Sport to the Glory of God (50 minutes) 
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2.  INTERACTION: CURRENT AFFAIRS, GOD@WORK + REVIEW READINGS 

Activity 11.1: Praying the Papers 
BBC + Prayer (10 mins.) 

“The Pastor and the Faithful should not deceive themselves into 
thinking that they are a religious society, which has to do with 

certain themes; they live in the world. We still need—according 
to my old formulation—the Bible and the Newspaper. … [So] 
take your Bible and take your newspaper, and read both. But 

interpret newspapers from your Bible.”—Karl Barth 
 
Each week, one student will share a newspaper article or media 
clip concerning events in the public square. The grid of 
creational intent, cultural idolatry, and healing action 
(creation, fall, restoration) should be used in evaluating this 
aspect of local or global news. (Perhaps the one minute BBC 
world summary will give you some stimulus: 
www.bbc.com/news/av/10462520/one-minute-world-news.)  
 

First, share your initial reflections from a Christian worldview. 
Second, as a class we’ll consider what a faithful and embodied 
Christian response may look like—a response that addresses 

both our thinking, and cultivating practices/liturgies that direct 
our heart to desire and represent the Kingdom of God. 

Third, we’ll bring this aspect of the world to Jesus in prayer. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Class Activity 11.2: God @ Work (10 mins.)  
Each week one or two students will share for 3-5 minutes 
concerning his or her main vocation, and how to live faithfully 
at the crossroads. You’ll work through the same questions as 
used in the various “God @ Work” interviews/transcripts 
each module.  

1. Describe your vocation 
2. Where do you see creational intent in this vocation  
 (designed for good) 
3. How has cultural idolatry (sin) warped this vocation?  
 (damaged by evil)  
4. How might you participate redemptively with healing 
action as you seek first the Kingdom of God? (restored for 
better  sent together to heal the world  
a taste of when God sets everything right) 
 

Afterward, we’ll pray for you, dedicating your vocation afresh to the glory of God. 
(n.b. You may find, in preparation for sharing, the Module 2 “Kingdom Gap” graphic a helpful frame) 

http://www.bbc.com/news/av/10462520/one-minute-world-news
http://www.bbc.com/news/av/10462520/one-minute-world-news
http://pathways.kbc.org.au/passing/passing-evangelism/the-big-story-video/
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Pre-Reading for this Module … What are your key questions and insights?  
 
 
 
Living at the Cross-Roads, pp153-156 (here) 
 
 
 
 
Explore the Ubabalo Website/Resource (here) 
 
 
 
 
Jeremy Treat (2015), “More than a Game: Toward a Theology of Sports” (here) 
 
 
 
 
Smith, Johnson & Hiller (2004), “God of the Games:  
Towards a Theology of Competition” (here) 
 
 

  

  

Class Activity 11.3: Reading Review (25 mins.) 
In response to the pre-reading for this module, students will be chosen to share on one of the following: 

         -a question—something you don’t get, or want to clarify 
 -a challenge—something you disagree with, or want to nuance 
 -an implication—“so what” for our apologetic practice 

 -an application—something useful right now in your context 
 
The whole class can then contribute to further discussion, bouncing off their own forum posts.  
The aim is to ground the readings and apply them to one’s life in general and ministry context in 
particular.  
 

This is the ideal time to bring up whatever is confusing,  
or questions you have in regards to the course material, so don’t be shy! 

http://www.csrm.org/our-strategy.html
https://athletesinaction.org/challenge
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=21154
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/url/view.php?id=14944
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=21742
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/url/view.php?id=21185
http://www.csrm.org/
https://athletesinaction.org/
http://ubabalo.max7.org/en
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3.  PLAY BALL! SPORT/RECREATION EXPERIENCE & DEBRIEF 

Resource 11.1  
 

Besides the set text (pp153-156 here) and exploring the amazing Ubabalo 
resource (here), you can get a massive help toward forming your own 
theology of sports and competition by reading Treat’s “More than a 
Game” (2015) and Smith, Johnson and Hiller’s “God of the Games” (2004). 
These two sources—alongside Greg Linville’s video on “Christmanship”, 
out of his book, course notes, and work with The Association for Christian 
Sport and Recreation Ministries (cf. Athletes in Action)—were touched on 
in Module 8 where on pages 6-8 I outlined my worldview of “Competing 
with Purpose” (here). This traced back to a consideration by Beed (2005) 
on “Jesus and Competition,” which makes one wonder in what way, if at 
all, Jesus would support a violent sport like football (cf. here). 
 
Q Ideas has a collection of stimulating talks and essays on the question, “What good are Sports?”. If 
you’re into running, in particular, you might enjoy Crossover Australia’s Stan Fetting and his 
worldview powerpoint on “Running to Win” (2015). Stan touches on both the “Grace of Sports” (cf. 
Mark Galli’s 2005 two page Christianity Today article) and the immense pressure to win, amplified by 
social media reporting on elite athletes’ every move (cf. Tucker & Gullan 2012 on Emily Seebohm’s 
blow-out in the Olympic backstroke event here).  
 
I’ve uploaded to Moodle Module 11, Optional Reading, a fantastic edition of ZADOC focused on 
SPORT. We’ll explicitly use one of the articles in activities below—by Gordon Preece, “When I Run I 
Feel God’s Pleasure”—but it’s worth skimming this whole issue here. 
 
Check out the following web links and articles: 

 Here for the story—in brief—of Olympian Eric Liddell (from Chariots of Fire) and here for a 
youtube.com video tribute 

 Here for Credo Cricket, a sport outreach to the homeless and marginalised in Melbourne 
 Here for an inspiring 7 minute Lausanne video about the work of Ubablo with orphans 
 Here for a wonderingfair.com reflection on the Olympic Spirit 
 Here for a reflection on “the gym complex” (body image) using Smith’s Desiring the Kingdom 
 Here for the inspiring 2016 Rio Paralympics “We’re the Superhumans” video  

 
For further reading, check out these books: 
 

Altrogge, Stephen. Game Day for the Glory of God: A Guide for Athletes, Fans, and Wannabes. Wheaton, 
Ill: Crossway Books, 2008. 

Garner, John. Recreation and Sports Ministry: Impacting Postmodern Culture. Nashville, Tenn: Broadman 
& Holman Publishers, 2003. 

Hoffman, Shirl J. Good Game: Christianity and the Culture of Sports. Waco, Tex: Baylor University Press, 
2010. 

Hutch, Richard A. Lone Sailors and Spiritual Insights: Cases of Sport and Peril at Sea. Lewiston, NY: E. 
Mellen Press, 2005. 

Hutch, Richard A. Sport As a Spiritual Practice: Mastery, Failure, and Transcendence in the Life of 
Athletes. Lewiston, N.Y.: Edwin Mellen Press, 2010. 

Kluck, Ted. The Reason for Sports: A Christian Fanifesto. Chicago: Moody Publishers, 2009. 

https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=21154
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/url/view.php?id=14944
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=21742
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/url/view.php?id=21185
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/url/view.php?id=21184
https://www.amazon.com/Christmanship-Min-Greg-James-Linville/dp/0986025097/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1507529077&sr=8-1&keywords=christmanship
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=21737
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/url/view.php?id=21739
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/url/view.php?id=21739
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/url/view.php?id=21740
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=21741
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=21736
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=7860
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/url/view.php?id=14945
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=21743
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=21744
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=21745
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=7077
http://www.historymakers.info/inspirational-christians/eric-liddell.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=feP54aMCRDo
http://goodcricket.com.au/gc-menagerie/our-credo/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aZfrbV14DOQ
http://wonderingfair.com/2012/08/06/the-olympic-spirit/
http://wonderingfair.com/2012/07/25/the-gym-and-pool-party-complex/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IocLkk3aYlk&t=20s
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McCasland, Dave. Eric Liddell: Pure Gold : a New Biography of the the Olympic Champion Who Inspired 
Chariots of Fire. Oxford: Lion Hudson, 2012. 

Novak, Michael. The Joy of Sports: End Zones, Bases, Baskets, Balls, and the                        Consecration of 
the American Spirit. New York: Basic Books, 1976. 

O'Gorman, Kevin. Saving Sport: Sport, Society and Spirituality. Blackrock,                                    Co Dublin: 
Columba Press, 2010. 

Parry, S. J. Sport and Spirituality: An Introduction. London: Routledge, 2007. 

Paulsell, Stephanie. Honoring the Body: Meditations on a Christian Practice.                               San 
Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 2002. 

Preece, Gordon R., and Rob Hess. Sport and Spirituality: An Exercise in                                Everyday 
Theology. Adelaide, South Australia: ATF Press, 2009. 

 

3.1 Placing Sport & Recreation Within the Gospel? 

With only a couple of modules left, perhaps it’s high time to step back and see the good news afresh. 
Watch this 5 minute summary of the Big Story, in artistic form: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Granted, the gospel isn’t the whole of a Christian Worldview. That said, if God truly is sovereign over all, 
and is in the process of redeeming all of creation (and culture therein), then every aspect of a Christian’s 
life must be lived “for the glory of God”—in word and deed, whether it’s our eating, drinking and even our 
playing (1 Corinthians 10:31; Colossians 3:17). Perhaps some of these questions will prime the pump: 
 

 What place, in the above gospel Presentation, can you see for recreation?  

 What, then, does this mean for Aussies generally obsessed with sport? 

 Why is Australia is so obsessed with sport, yet it’s often considered a 
‘waste of time’ by Church? Would Jesus support “State of Origin”? 

 Was Jesus playful? Are there hints in the Scriptures that God is playful?  
What passages come to mind? …  

 How do you respond to images of Jesus like this (right) …  
Is it irreverent, irrelevant or insightful? Why? 

 What’s been your own journey with sport, and how has this related to 
your journey with Christ? 

 Why do you so value sport and recreation? If not, why not? 

 In what ways do you connect your devotion to Christ, witness to the 
world, and competitive spirit? 

 

http://www.amazon.com/The-Reason-For-Sports-Christian/dp/B0035G04GQ/ref=pd_sim_b_1#reader_B0035G04GQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jyYFxp7apl4
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‘Play Ball’ Debrief Questions, initially in your groups, and then reporting back to the whole class: 
 

 How did this activity affect you personally, bodily/physiologically, emotionally, and mentally? 

 How, if at all, does this activity relate to the various dimensions of shalom? That is, your 
relationship with God, neighbour, and nature (cultivating the world)?  

 Sport and recreation can have instrumental value—for mission, health, community, character etc. 
Do you see intrinsic value—that sport and recreation and bodily movement is good in and of itself? 

 Where do you see ‘creational intent’ in sport and recreation? (How does it fit with the ‘very good’ 
announced over creation, as part of an expansive Christian worldview?) 

 How has ‘cultural idolatry’ through the fall perverted what should be this good gift? 

 Where do you see ‘healing action’ as we seek to join Christ’s redemption of all things, sport and 
recreation included? 

 Now, report back to the whole class about what you found. Is there a difference between creative 
play, structured play, and structured competition?  
 

Reflection Activities 11.1 & 11.2  
After completing activity 11.4 above, journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words in response the following 
questions, and tick off the related boxes on pp. 14/16 of the unit guide. 
 
#11.1 If an agnostic Aussie sportsperson asked what relevance ‘the gospel’ has to State of Origin, what 
would you say? 
#11.2 For better or worse, what is one key way that sport and recreation impacts your relationship with 
God, neighbour, nature, and even your own self? 

Class Activity 11.4: Play Ball! (25 mins.) 
Jamie Smith (You Are What You Love) is fond of saying that before we worldview, we worship. As relates 
to today’s topic, before we get into heady ideas about the what and why of sport, we are already formed 
by our practices, whether playing or competing for a prize. So, it’s time to play ball! 
 
In this activity, you’ll join one of the following three groups. The main aim is simply to participate in the 
activity, being aware of your experience (how it impacts your body/physiology, emotions, relationships, 
thinking and more). We will debrief after this activity to consider sport/recreation in a wider worldview. 
(Distance students are encouraged to find a friend with whom to play or compete before moving on.) 
 
GROUP 1: CREATIVE PLAY 
This group receives a ball, two dice, and three markers. As a group, you’re to make up a simple game 
that uses all of the equipment, and play a few rounds. It can be co-operative, or competitive—your call. 
 
GROUP 2: STRUCTURED PLAY 
Using either dominoes or a pack of cards, you are to agree on a well-known game, and play together for 
the alotted time. 
 
GROUP 3: STRUCTURED COMPETITION 
Using either the pool-table or table-tennis, you are to agree on rules and teams for a competitive match 
involving the maximum number of people preferably in the one game. Compete for the set time. 
 
After your play time has finished, debrief using the questions below this box for the rest of the session. 
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3.2 Competing with Purpose (Optional) 

The following notes are a recap from Module 8, in my address to Baptist Care Australia on how to 
“compete with purpose” (full talk here; excerpt pp10-12). It uses State of Origin as an analogy to better 
understand the goods that may come from economic competition. This may help you structure your own 
theology of sport, recreation and competition, from a biblical worldview perspective. 
 
The Latin root, competito, means “striving” … but is it a conflictual “striving against” (let’s call that 

bad competition, to win at all costs and put your opponent out of business)? Or can it be a 

sportsman-like “striving together”, a “mutually acceptable quest for excellence” in which we 

“honour [our] opponents and cooperate to bring out the best in one another”?1 

 

I knew my PE teaching would come in handy at some stage! Let’s analyse last week’s Origin match. 

(If you’re not from Queensland or New South Wales, or you’re an artsy type who hates sport, just 

smile and nod.) Sure, it’s State striving against State. A battle, even. And there is some argy bargy, 

with injury everpresent. But, it’s also mate striving together with mate. It’s real competition: 

there’s a limited goal that—sadly on this occasion—only one team, the cockroaches, would win. But 

in this struggle, value was added to spectators, sponsors, and even rivals. Competition released at 

least six gifts for those caring to watch. (1) Creativity. The limitations of only passing the ball 

backwards and 26 on pitch channeled creativity in play and weeded out wasted efforts, so everyone 

contributed without free-riding and lazy consumption. (2) Accountability. The common rule book 

revealed the good and bad of each team, catching cheats and focusing our attention on the flow of 

the game. We yelled from the stands, advocating fair play and consistent calls by referees so 

favoritism was banned and everyone’s equally involved on a level playing field. (3) Performance. 

Competition made for heroic moments modelling athletic prowess at its best. (4) Sacrifice. The 

more intense the action, the more we were moved when a player laid down his own agenda to serve 

the team, praise excellence wherever it was found, or care for an injured player on the opposition. 

(5) Character & Collaboration. The contest—while amoral in itself—had the potential to produce 

courage and virtue in competitors, fostering cooperation on one’s own team and even camaraderie 

with those on the other side as brothers in arms. (6) Celebration. Finally, come the end of the 

series, while sore losers will whinge, all should rejoice at the wonder of the spectacle, retelling 

stories of tragedy and ecstasy as we fought for something bigger than any one individual. 

 

There’s some good stuff there! Of course, this is sporting competition at its best, minus the 

hooliganism. But I’m suggesting that exactly these same six dynamics are at play in redeemed 

competition seen through a biblical lens. For “the God of love is the God of the Games … indeed the 

lord of competition”.2 

 

                                                           
1 See Jeremy R. Treat, “More than a Game: A Theology of Sport,” Themelios 40, iss. 3 (December 2015), 392-403 at 

396n19, available online at http://themelios.thegospelcoalition.org/article/more-than-a-game-theology-of-sport 

(accessed June 1, 2017). Treat here cites Stuart Weir, “Competition As Relationship: Sport As a Mutual Quest for 

Excellence,” in The Image of God in the Human Body: Essays on Christianity and Sports, ed. Donald Deardorff and 

John White (Lampeter, Wales: Mellen, 2008), 101–22; also Nick J. Watson and Andrew Parker, “Sports and Christianity: 

Mapping the Field,” in their edited volume, Sports and Christianity: Historical and Contemporary Perspectives (New 

York: Routledge, 2013), 32, 53. For more on a sport-based theology of competition, see Greg Linville, Christmanship: A 

Theology of Competition, Sport, and Sport Ministry (Canton, OH: Oliver House Publishing Inc, 2014; Greg Linville, 

“The Theological Foundation for Competition,” CSRM Articles [The Association of Church Sports and Recreation 

Ministries], http://ns.csrm.org/article_theology_2.html (accessed June 1, 2017; see also his youtube video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=znJHh8xa3rc); Michael W. Goheen and Craig G. Bartholomew, “Sports and 

Competition,” in their book, Living at the Crossroads: An Introduction to Christian Worldview (Grand Rapids: Baker 

Academic, 2014), 153-156. 
2 Smith, Johnson and Hiller, “God of the Games,” 2-3, 34-35. 

https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=21741
http://themelios.thegospelcoalition.org/article/more-than-a-game-theology-of-sport
http://ns.csrm.org/article_theology_2.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=znJHh8xa3rc
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After an exhaustive Scriptural search through every text referencing “competition”, a group of 

diligent economists and theologians came up with these minimal conclusions:  

“(1) Competition is neither moral nor immoral but a neutral force that can be turned to good or 

evil; (2) Human beings need to be careful about the goals of competition; and (3) Human beings 

need to be careful about attitudes or motivations when competing.”3 They agree that the ideology of 

competition can be anti-kingdom, 

assuming that a fight over scarce 

resources resulting in at least one party 

being better off is a sufficient win. But, 

they note that competition is simply 

assumed as a biblical reality; the bigger 

issue is in the competitors—how the 

striving forms or deforms the image of 

God in them; if they gain or lose their 

orientation to flourishing; and whether 

this pressure results in love for 

neighbour or lust for more.  

 
 

  

                                                           
3 Yvonne S. Smith, Sharon G. Johnson, and Erik M. Hiller, “God of the Games: Towards a Theology of Competition,” 

Paper presented at the national CBFA [Christian Business Faculty Association] conference, San Antonio, TX. October, 

2004, available online at http://www.cbfa.org/Smith-Johnson-Hiller.pdf (accessed June 1, 2017). 

http://www.cbfa.org/Smith-Johnson-Hiller.pdf
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4.  SPORT TO THE GLORY OF GOD (1 COR 10:31; COL 3:17) 

4.1 Creation, Fall and Redemption in Sport & Recreation 

 

In Class Activity 11.5 below, you’ll find 7 sporting 
exhibits. They are either videos or written pieces 
about sport, or actual sporting events. Take your pick, 
then join with others choosing likewise. By engaging 
this together, we’ll hopefully gain a clearer picture of 
what a biblical worldview of sport looks like. 

 

Reflection Activities 11.3 & 11.4  
Journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words in response the following questions, and tick off the related 
boxes on pp. 14/15 of the unit guide. 
 
#11.3 For your chosen section (in class activity 11.5), what are the primary intrinsic and extrinsic (i.e., 
instrumental) goods that reflect creational intent? List as many as you can.  
#11.4 How has the fall twisted both the intrinsic and instrumental goods, and if you were a Christian 
competing/participating in this event/activity, how might you contribute in ‘healing action’ as part of 
Christ’s ongoing redemption of this world through the power of His Spirit? 

Class Activity 11.5 
Below this class activity box and subsequent reflections are sections 4.1.1-4.1.7:  

 4.1.1 Gordon Preece’s Zadoc article “When I Run I Feel God’s Pleasure” 

 4.1.2 The Story of Olympian Eric Liddell, written here (1 page) and here for a video tribute 

 4.1.3 Here for Credo Cricket, a sport outreach to the homeless and marginalised in Melbourne 

 4.1.4 Here for an inspiring 7 minute Lausanne video about the work of Ubablo 

 4.1.5 Here for a recap of Usain Bolt’s 100m victory in the 2016 Rio Olympics 

 4.1.6 Here for an article on the early Church’s disavowal of violence in entertainment  

 4.1.7 Here for the inspiring 2016 Rio Special Olympics “We’re the Superhumans” video 

Choose one of these sections to read/watch. Group with others interested in the same area.  
Then, after engaging the material, work through the questions below: 

 In line with ‘creational intent’ what are the primary intrinsic goods of sport and recreation seen in 
this instance? 

 Again, in line with ‘creational intent’ what are the primary extrinsic/instrumental goods seen here? 

 How has ‘cultural idolatry’ through the fall perverted both the intrinsic and extrinsic good here? 

 Where do you see ‘healing action’ as we seek to join Christ’s redemption of all things,  
sport and re-creation included?  

In the last 15 minutes of the session, new groups are formed comprised of one person from each of the 
initial 7 groups. Each person is to give a 2 minute insight into what they found. Bottom line, how does 
this shape your biblical worldview and practice of sports and recreation for the glory of God?  

http://www.historymakers.info/inspirational-christians/eric-liddell.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=feP54aMCRDo
http://goodcricket.com.au/gc-menagerie/our-credo/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aZfrbV14DOQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4gUW1JikaxQ
https://www.dropbox.com/s/07nfcys9hdfv2pj/2012Sep19_FootballMoralHazard_XnCentury.pdf?dl=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vzjuQoNM534
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4.1.1 Gordon Preece, “When I Run I Feel God’s Pleasure: Towards a Protestant Play Ethic” 

Download the Zadoc edition on Sport (115, Winter, 2012), under Moodle Module 11, Optional Reading here. 
Gordon Preece’s article is on pages 8-13. 

You may also, instead, prefer to review some of the other articles: 

 “Spirituality and Sport, Philosophy and Football,” by Gordon Preece, pp2-4 

 “Remembering the Stump: Life, Death, Cricket, Re-Creation & Reconciliation,”  
by Marcus Curnow, pp14-16 

 “Playing within the Lines: A Glance at Gender and Sport,” by Julia Tulloh, pp18-19 

 “Fanatics: The Religious-Like Devotion of Modern Sports Fans,” by Matthew Klugman, pp20-21 

Alternately, there is an excellent article as part of the “Play Ball” series on Christianity Today: 

Galli, Mark. “The Grace of Sports.” Christianity Today, March 5, 2005. [Moodle here] 
http://www.christianitytoday.com/ct/2005/marchweb-only/52.0.html?paging=off (accessed October 1, 2012). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=7077
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=21744
http://www.christianitytoday.com/ct/2005/marchweb-only/52.0.html?paging=off
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4.1.2 Eric Liddell, Chariots of Fire 

The Story of Olympian Eric Liddell, written here (1 page) and here for a video tribute 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.1.3 Credo Cricket 

Here for Credo Cricket, a sport outreach to the 
homeless and marginalised in Melbourne 

(Note that the Zadoc issue—section 4.1.1 above—
has material on Credo cricket, pp. 12-16.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.urbanseed.org/Credo_Cricket/Credo_Cricket_Story.aspx
http://www.historymakers.info/inspirational-christians/eric-liddell.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=feP54aMCRDo
http://goodcricket.com.au/gc-menagerie/our-credo/
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=7077
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4.1.4 Ubabalo 

Here for information about Ubabalo: Soccer for discipleship in Africa, and here for an inspiring 7 minute Lausanne 
video about the work of whole life discipleship through sports with orphans 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.1.5 The Fastest Man in the World—2016  

Here for a replay Usain Bolt’s 100m victory in the 2016 Rio Olympics (the event finishes within 4 minutes). 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aZfrbV14DOQ
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/url/view.php?id=14944
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aZfrbV14DOQ
https://www.lausanne.org/content/priorities-sports-ministry-ubabalo
https://www.lausanne.org/content/priorities-sports-ministry-ubabalo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4gUW1JikaxQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4gUW1JikaxQ
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4.1.6 The Moral Hazards of Football 

Here [Moodle here] for a September 19, 2012 article from The Christian Century, on “Unnecessary Roughness” in 
American Football. It draws in thoughts from church fathers in response to violence in entertainment, such as 
gladiatorial contests in Rome.  

In what way, if any, should this factor into our contemporary Christian approach to sports? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/07nfcys9hdfv2pj/2012Sep19_FootballMoralHazard_XnCentury.pdf?dl=0
https://students.malyon.edu.au/mod/resource/view.php?id=7860
https://www.amazon.com/Sport-Violence-Society-Kevin-Young/dp/0415549957/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1507537584&sr=8-1&keywords=sport,+violence+and+society
https://www.amazon.com/Sport-Violence-Lynn-M-Jamieson-ebook/dp/B002ZFXU6Y/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1507537584&sr=8-2&keywords=sport,+violence+and+society
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4.1.7 “Yes I Can! We Are the Super-Humans” 2016 Rio Paralympics Ad 

Watch this clip and commentary (ad alone here), featuring Queensland Baptist’s Tony Doevendans as lead singer 
(article here and here), promoting the 2016 Rio Paralympics.  

How have sport and recreation both helped and hurt the cause of people with disabilities, whose bodies work 
differently from most of the population? How might a church be inspired by this ad to initiate ‘healing action’ in its 
local parish, better loving and empowering those often told, “No, you can’t”? 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vzjuQoNM534
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IocLkk3aYlk&t=20s
http://togethermagazine.com.au/2016/10/17/inspire-yes-i-can/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/paralympic-sport/2016/07/14/return-of-the-superhumans-behind-the-scenes-of-channel-4s-2016-p/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vzjuQoNM534
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IocLkk3aYlk&t=20s
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/paralympic-sport/2016/07/14/return-of-the-superhumans-behind-the-scenes-of-channel-4s-2016-p/
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5.  DOXOLOGY 

Remember, we are not simply “thinking things” but “desiring creatures”. Developing a Christian 
Worldview is not just about understanding rightly, but loving truly. That is, we must be intentional in our 
habitual practices (or ‘liturgies’) so that our hearts are formed to love the Kingdom of God. As J. I. Packer 
was fond of saying, “All true theology begets doxology.” Learning is in the service of worship. 
 Thus, as we will do each week, let us close by singing the Doxology: 
 

Praise God, from Whom all blessings flow; 
Praise Him, all creatures here below; 
Praise Him above, ye heavenly host; 

Praise Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. Amen. 
 

Forum Activity Module 11 
As part of engaging with the set text and extra required readings, address each required reading 
for this module, and comment on at least one other person’s post to advance the dialogue.  
 
Clearly address the following four categories: 
  -a question—something you don’t understand, or want to clarify 
  -a challenge—something with which you disagree, or want to further nuance 
  -an implication—‘so what’ for how this teaching shapes your worldview 
  -an application—something useful right now in your context, to live out the text 
 
Be sure to post these thoughts prior to each week’s class, as we’ll use these reflections as the basis 
for an in-class discussion, where you will be expected to contribute in response to the readings. 

Also, be sure to interact with at least one other student, advancing the conversation with a 
question, challenge, elaboration or related story. This *isn’t* counted in the 200 word post. 

Put your response on the Moodle Forum (200 words) 
 

 

Preparation for Next Week …  
 

 Pre-reading, as per Unit Guide p6 … Post to the forum and come prepared to share on 
each of the following: 

         -a question—something you don’t get, or want to clarify 
 -a challenge—something you disagree with, or want to nuance 
 -an implication—“so what” for our apologetic practice 
 -an application—something useful right now in your context 

 If it’s your turn, come prepared to share a newspaper article or media clip concerning 
events in the public square, and your initial reflections from a Christian worldview. 

 If it’s your turn, come ready to share with the class for 3-5 minutes concerning your main 
vocation (whether present or future). Where do you see creational intent and cultural 
idolatry in this vocation (designed for good, damaged by evil)? How might you participate 
redemptively with healing action (restored for better so we are sent together to heal the 
world, a taste of when God sets everything right) as you seek first God’s Kingdom?  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7lM5mGugb8A&feature=related
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Significance for Christian theology, life and thought... 
 

Many words have already been spoken in this session, and part of the beauty and complexity of sport 
and recreation is that they cannot be reduced to mere (or more) verbiage. All I know is this: in 
preparing for this module, it was in going for a cycle that my mind was centred, my lungs were full and 
I felt alive again just ‘being’. I truly identify with Eric Liddell, that when I run—or ride, or climb 
mountains, or sing—I feel God’s pleasure.  
 
I also know this: in preparing for next module on the arts, searching for classical music exhibits for us 
to experience, I unexpectedly found tears coming to my ears listening to the first movement of 
Beethoven’s Symphony No. 5. I’m no music snob—I rarely listen to classical—but there is something 
grand about a full orchestra playing with passion.  
 

In all Christian worldview studies, there is a 
very real danger that we only give value to 
that which we can describe or analyse. May 
this module remind you, as it has me, that 
while rationality is a gift, perhaps the 
deepest way we image God is by our love 
and desire. And few things in this world 
express the desire of humanity like the arts, 
or the passion of humanity like an athlete in 
full flight.  
 
Irenaeus said that “The glory of God is man 
fully alive, and the life of man is the vision of 
God. If the revelation of God through 
creation already brings life to all living 

beings on the earth, how much more will the manifestation of the Father by the Word bring life to 
those who see God.”  
 
Similarly, the Westminster Shorter Catechism begins: 
“Q1. What is the chief end of man? 
 A1. Man’s chief end is to glorify God and enjoy Him forever.” 
 
May we be people who don’t merely talk about God, or think about the world, but become people 
who are wholly alive, sucking the marrow out of life—not afraid to experience with all our senses this 
world God created and through which He reveals Himself. And may we grow to glorify God with our 
whole being in whatever we do (1 Corinthians 10:31; Colossians 3:17). 
 

http://www.reformed.org/documents/index.html?mainframe=http://www.reformed.org/documents/WSC_frames.html

